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Domestic Response 
Current 
  Future 
① R&D of environmental-friendly energy efficient ship (green 
ship) including marine equipment 
② Introduction and Expansion of Energy Saving Building 
Process(Energy Facility) 
③ Introduction of Efficient Energy Management System 
    (Monitoring System on Energy Consumption) 
① Establishment of GHG Reduction Base and Medium & Long-
term Reduction Measures(Industry & Company) 
② Preparation of Mandatory Sharing of Emissions and Emissions 
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  Potential reduction of CO2 by using known technology and practice 
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International Response 
Note : Only apply to new ship from 2013 in ship design/Source : IMO GHG study 2009 
For design improvement and operation improvement, 
Shipbuilders  &  Shipowners  together  must  make  effort  to 
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International Response – New Ship 
International Response – Ship in Operation   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
① Strengthening R&D on environmental-friendly energy efficient(green 
ship) and marine equipment/production green ship  
② Expansion of investment on Green Technology and its application to 
shipbuilding process 
① Strengthening maintenance of ship(ship hull) to minimize frictional force in 
sailing 
② Increasing maintenance of ship propulsion system for shipping efficiency 
③ Use environmental-friendly fuel, not fissile fuel 11 
① Important items : How would you rank the following items  
                             When considering building new ships   
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② Alternative solutions : How would you consider the following  
                                  alternative solutions for a new ship design ? 11 
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  Closing Remarks 
Climate change issue emerging as the top priority resolution task 
for international society and respective countries, Green Growth 
is  also  an  issue  facing  our  shipbuilding  industry,  requiring 
technological alternatives reducing Green house gas emission. 
Considering this, there is the need for all the global shipbuilding  
& shipping business communities to take an initiative and actively 
satisfy global regime. It is also necessary for OECD WP6 to cope 
actively this. 
When considering that 90% of the world's total cargo movement 
volume are achieved by ships and there exist no border in marine 
pollutions, we also sufficiently sympathize with the intention to 
build Green ships and to operate ship efficiently including efficient 
building process in workshop.  We hope activities and acts in IMO 
goes into effect early for Green Growth. 
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